Area 59 Quarterly Area Meeting
June 13, 2021 3rd Qtr. Meeting Panel 71
Virtual Platform
Chairperson, Curt C. opened the meeting with a Moment of Silence for Reflection, the
Declaration of Unity followed by a reading from Our Great Responsibility Page 104; followed by
housekeeping rules.
Acknowledged Guests – Thank you to our appointed Trusted Servants - Donald H, Area
Archivist, and Jack C. Assistant Archivist. Our Technology Servant - Fred S. who is supported
by - Hugh H, Nick P, and Michael S. Our Bridging the Gap Coordinator – Ralph O. In addition
to, our Spanish interpreter Evelyn D. and Sandra; however, they will not be here today since
their services are not required.
Traditions and Concepts – DCM Volunteers were asked to present readings on Tradition 4 –
Claire D44, Tradition 5 – Ian D61, and Tradition 6 – Dan S - ADCM D22. Next quarterly
meeting volunteers; Tradition 7 – Judy D58, Tradition 8 – Jeff D38, Tradition 9 – Laura D63.
Roll Call - Area Secretary conducted the roll call with 6 Officers present and 41 Districts
represented for a total of 47 voting members. Any Summaries, please send emails to Area
Secretary secretary@area59aa.org with your announcements. Any Actions with issues will be
covered.
Minutes from previous Quarterly March Meeting – motion was made by Judy D58 and seconded
by Glen D62. Minutes were approve by unanimous consent with virtually raised hands.
Area Archivist Comments – Donald H. – Presented on the responses to submitted forms on
how Covid and the Pandemic effected your meetings in Area 59. Donald recently attended a
workshop in D36; where April H, Senior Archivist from GSO spoke on what AA is doing during
Covid and how they are keeping records. She stated “It is essential as ever to capture our
experiences right now, so that our future generation of AAs, learn and understand what we went
through”; which Donald totally agreed with. Donald also presented pie charts to the Area with
Covid responses. Donald received 45 group responses out of 1724 total groups in Area 59.
Most groups found a way to “carry the message” during the pandemic. Please go online to Area
Archives and fill out information for your group or district.

Convention Report – Steve O. – As chair of the convention committee, Steve O
requests a copy of the Agenda prior to the quarterly meetings. The committee has met
three times. They are anxiously looking forward to providing and presenting a fabulous
in person experience at the Lancaster Wyndham. The registration forms will be
available, and online for distribution. The address is on the form and can be used to
send a check to the convention treasurer. Or if you register online, Pay Pal fees will
apply at the nonprofit rate. In addition, the convention committee has assigned Mike S
to be the new treasurer; please see the Area Roster for his information.
The Delegate has been working on developing the program for the convention; which
will include relevant workshops and topics for all members. There will also be AL Anon
meeting space available. Finances are in good shape, and the cost of registration will
be $20 across the board. The hotel is at 100% capacity and the banquet can hold 500.
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You're able to navigate the website for the convention committee report, in addition to
the other area reports on that site. The convention committee is going to collect all the
monies and pay the hotel, rather than the members sending money to the hotel, and
then the convention committee having to square up and balance everything with the
hotel. Hopefully we think that that'll make it easier for us, and the members that register
for the convention. We look forward to November the 12th - 14th to provide a wonderful
in-person experience for everybody.
The convention committee is happy to come to your Districts to speak about the event;
also, thank you for the invitation we have already received.
Officers Reports:
Officer-At-Large/Registrar Report - Alicia S. – Alicia thanked all the GSRs, DCMs and
participants for the 2021 Delegate’s conference report; which were held on May 23 - Mini I, and
June 12 - Mini II. Although we would like to have been able to gather in person for these
events.
April 24, 2021 Alicia visited the Area 59 storage facility, and took physical inventory of area,
equipment, and supplies that are housed there. Inventory results are available upon request.
Some of the equipment is a bit antiquated, and after discussion with past officers at large; it is
strongly recommend that upgrades, be made.
The Fellowship Connection, GSO database is available to all DCMs with “read only” access;
you should have received an email as to how to access the database. If you have not received
an email, please contact Officer-at-large. Please access our website www.area59aa.org/service
resources. Alicia has also attended GSO sponsored sharing sessions with registrar's
throughout the US and Canada, and will continue to do so on a quarterly basis.
Currently there are 1,673 active groups in Area 59, with 82 unknown groups listed which is due
to having no GSR or no contact person listed. Please contact Alicia with any questions or
concerns.
Treasurer – Dan B. – Dan reports the general treasurer activity summary operations reporting
contribution and expense processing, continues to be optimized and simplified. Area 59 liability
insurance was renewed through June of 2022; the area's accountant was contacted and federal
taxes will not be due this year until October. The Archive storage space was paid for until the
end of August and will be renewed. This includes a $29 increase that was effective as of May,
1st. An additional contribution of $400 was made to GSO, as was voted upon at the March
quarterly meeting.
Another item was a close collaboration with the digital communications and finance
subcommittees, resulting in a significant enhancement to the main contributions page. In
addition to, implementing recurring online contributions. Remember anyone who has any
questions at any time about area finances or needs finance help, please feel free to reach out.
You may call me or email me a treasurer@area59aa.org. Also, Subcommittees please send in
your expenses for reimbursement.
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The Area finances are in good shape, with the ample amount in our Prudent Reserve, in line
with our Structure Manual. The Area’s excess operational funds need to be addressed, as to
how to handle the excess with some sort of plan for the usage of the funds. DCMs please feel
free to take this topic back to your groups for discussion and contact us with your ideas. In
addition, DCMs should look forward to receiving an email with your District’s contribution for the
quarter from the Area Treasurer. DCMs could you let groups know about the new GSO IDs
during your district meetings. Please remember the Area does accept “online contributions” thru
PayPal; go to www.area59aa.org/contributions also check out our new finance page.
Secretary’s Report – Susan M. - When you send your reports, please send your District
minutes or reports to each of the Area Officers, and the Area Archivist, via email. These
minutes are a vital way for the Officers to keep up with what's happening in your District.
I have also emailed the Area Roster with corrections & updates that I was given, to all listed on
the roster.
If you have any summaries, which are the announcements, please send them to the Area
Secretary. Actually you can go to Area 59 website www.area59aa.org/calendar request link
where you may submit your event request for what you Districts is doing; workshops or
whatever. We will post them on our website once we get your information and scrub it for any
anonymity breaks. DCM reports can also be submitted online https://area59aa.org/serviceresources/ DCM Reports. Remember the Area does have a lending library, just let me know if
you would like to borrow one of the CDs or tape recordings of previous speaker events.
The Area secretary is the liaison to the PA State Convention, which will be held virtual this year,
is August 6 & 7th 2021. The Committee is still looking for volunteers and they can be contacted
on their site www.aapastateconvention.com.
Chairperson’s – Curt C – Since all Area events have been virtual, including June’s Quarterly
Meeting; it’s been the chairperson’s responsibility to get all reports out to the various members.
It's somewhat complicated, it's not beyond a person's ability and not beyond my ability; but we
do make mistakes. If you have not received any information regarding this business meeting,
please contact me. If any DCM would like printed copies of various reports, please let me know
well in advance to the Quarterly meeting. We will also be having a motion today on returning to
in-person events, as listed under unfinished business on your agenda. When we return to live
in-person meetings, it will be the subcommittee's chairperson responsibility to bring copies of
their reports for all of the DCMs rather than sending them to me. Anything else, please feel free
to contact me chairperson@area59aa.org.
Alt-Delegate’s Report – Pete B. – Pete would like to welcome the new DCMs. One of the AltDelegate responsibility is DCM Orientation. Please visit this on the area website; it’s an
alternate approach of pre-recorded presentations that can be watched at your leisure. If you are
new and you haven’t yet heard from me, please reach out to alt-delegate@area59aa.org.
Reach out to our area secretary or officer-at-large, as well to offer your contact information so
that we can get in touch with you. Also, you will be assigned to an area subcommittee, and the
advisor for your subcommittee is also the advisor for your district. This would be kind of a first
contact to reach out to, ask any questions, and help get up to speed in your new role.
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Of course you're not limited to your officer advisor, and you can find valuable experience from,
all of the officers, as well as our past delegates and your fellow DCMs. Digital DCM kits with
workbooks are also available on the website under the Literature Tab.
Pete is also responsible for coordinating and assigning volunteers for the EPGSA convention.
He will be sending out volunteer flyer and sign-up sheets to all DCMs in the very near future.
We will need greeters, hospitality, registration volunteers etc. The more the merrier and each
volunteer goes a long way to making this EPGSA convention a success.
As liaison to our intergroups, and at the request of our delegate, Pete has distributed General
Service conference updates to all of the inner groups, including recent communication from the
chair of the grapevine board regarding the revised preamble. Pete is also liaison to the Young
People’s Committee and has a “save the date” of October 9 th as YPAAs around Area 59 Sharea-Day. As YPAA liaison for Area 59, there is monthly meeting, hosted by the Advisory Council.
The first Monday of the month. Everyone is invited to attend, more information is available at
http://www.pennscypaa.org. PENNSCYPAA will be in-person and held at Spooky Nook,
Manheim, on August 20 h – 22nd . The 62nd ICYPAA will be held in New Orleans LA, August 26 th
– 29th. This is also on Area 59 website.
Also, liaison for Spanish Convention, District 68; was a 4-hour, 4-speaker virtual event, held on
May 16th. Pete attended the Spanish State Convention, where he was a speaker. It was a
phenomenal experience for him.
Pete has been invited by our NE Regional Trustee to serve on the NERAASA Inventory
Committee. He attends regular bi-weekly meetings with NE Regional Alt-Delegates, and
monthly meeting with NE Regional Delegates, in addition to the North American Alt-Delegates
monthly meeting. Pete is phenomenal!
Delegate Report – Caroline N. – Panel 71 is well underway & Caroline has appreciated
everything you have done to serve our Area and to prepare her for the week long participation in
the general service conference. It was held this year for the second time on a virtual platform;
thanks to everyone who came to the pre-conference sharing sessions, and those who also
shared input on the agenda items. Thanks to Alicia and Area 59 DCMs for helping to organizing
Mini I & Mini II events. Caroline’s presentations and reports are on Area 59 website, under
Member Services.
We would like to announce the appointment of two new special servants. Scott F who will serve
as our area web servant; and Lenny T as our new assistant web servant. Thanks to our tech
servants and for the past delegates who have been serving us with all the web and email
responsibilities in the interim since December when Greg G stepped down; and Greg actually is
on the Zoom today, so thank you Greg with helping with the transition.
Caroline has invited Chris our technology subcommittee chair, and Digital Communications
Subcommittee Chair, Claire to present a workshop at the EPGSA Convention in November, to
present the progress on the redesign of the Area website along with Scott and Lenny.
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The EPSGA convention program has three main speakers listed: Linda Chesson our new
General Service Board Chair and Class A Trustee, we have Steve F. GSO staff, and John W.
Past Delegate from Area 49 Seny, and Non Trustees Director. The GSO staff is currently
reviewing its policy for travel. A draft copy of the EPGSA program will be available in
September.
Planning sessions around the 2022 General Service conference theme, as the topics for
presentations and workshops are being developed. All subcommittees have been invited to
present at a workshop on Saturday afternoon at EPGSA; so please work with your
subcommittee to create what the workshop will be. When you decide, please send Caroline
your workshop topics, no later than September. Also, the convention committee members are
going to be reaching out to the DCMs to attend District Meetings to provide information about
the upcoming EPGSA convention.
Some updates from the General Service Office and board. Bob W has been named the new
general manager of our General Service Office, Bob W was a speaker at EPGSA several years
ago, and most recently he's been the acting CFO for GSO. He's a past delegate, past trustee at
large, and he is now the general manager. There are also a number of openings for other
opportunities in general service so you can go to www.aa.org and click on the “What’s New”
Tab to learn more.
The General Service Board Treasurer's Report is on our area website. The deadline to submit
proposed agenda items for the 72nd General Service conference in 2022 is September 15th –
this has changed, since the annual deadline used to be December 15th it's three months earlier.
A record number of 110 agenda items were considered at the conference this year that resulted
in 49 advisory actions and 89 committee considerations. If you attended one of the Mini
Assemblies, you'll know that some of the highlights include the revised preamble, the
development of a fifth edition of the big book, and the fourth edition of the Spanish Big book, a
plain language translation of the Big book, removal of offensive language from the 12 and 12,
and the development of revised pamphlets for black alcoholic. Delegates are assigned to a
Conference Committee. I served on the Policy and Admissions, and International Conventions
Regional Forums Committees.
The Northeast Regional Forum had a total of 1044 overall registrants and 577 first time
attendees. Some were even in attendance from other countries beyond the US and Canada, so
that was really terrific to see such a gathering. Caroline participated by giving a presentation on
young people in AA on Friday evening, and attended other sessions throughout the weekend.
The next NERASAA 2022 will be February 25 th – 27 h in Pittsburgh PA. NERASSA 2023 will be
held in Area 48 NE New York. Area 59 will host this event in 2024 at Hershey Lodge; planning
for elections for this event will be held in the Spring of 2022.
Floor Action D37 – Melissa stated that her groups are concerned about the re-opening
process. Some members are vaccinated and feel that a masks are not necessary for them in
meetings. Melissa wanted suggestions on how to handle this issue; since we can’t check
vaccine cards at the doors of the meetings. Most DCMs stated that they usually follow the rules
of the facility where the meeting is held.
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Sub-Committee Reports – (in alphabetical order)
Archives – Anton – Thank you for allowing me to be of service. We took a trips to the storage
facility; along with Donald, Alicia & Curt, Ron and Jeff. We re-organized and scanned
documents and files. Due to Covid the committee has not met in person – virtually only. The
Archives subcommittee members have been busy with speaking events at various workshops.
We have also been working on the Delegate Recommendations. Any members who would like
to assist Donald & Jack doing volunteer work at the storage facility, please let us know.
CPC – Tim S. – Tim would like to thank the CPC subcommittee members. So far, we have met
several times virtually. We have created two CPC presentations; one for AA events and one for
the professional community; both will be virtual. We have reached out to all the DCMs for
introductions and to let them know that the CPC subcommittee is willing to present at their
Districts, In addition, we have also contacted some of the Innergroups. We are also working on
the Delegates Recommendations. We have set up Google Drive folders to house our
information & members will have access with “read or write” permission to share. The
subcommittee will continue to work monthly on CPC initiatives.
Corrections – Brandon – Brandon was filling in for Melissa today and will read her report. The
subcommittee has met on serval occasions via zoom and communicate regularly. Brandon D54
joined the corrections subcommittee shortly after the PCSS. We lost our secretary, Nelson
recently, when he suddenly passed away. He will be missed. We have met with Ralph O –
BTG, Steve - Treatment & Accessibilities; as our Delegate’s Recommendations to develop a
workshop presentation which will be held on May 8th. BTG created a survey which will be sent
out shortly. We would also like to welcome our newest subcommittee member, Dean D31. If
anybody is having an upcoming workshops & would like Corrections to do a presentation,
please let us know.
Finance – Tara – There is a correction to the Finance subcommittee – the Agenda states that
we will be making a budget motion today – the Finance committee has no motion scheduled for
today. The finance subcommittee has been very busy and have gotten reoccurring
contributions up and running on the Area website. We have been working on this since
December and are now live. We have also worked with the Area Treasurer, the Digital
Communications subcommittee, along with the Technology Servant to create a new
Contributions web page on the Area Site. It is now clear, simple, and easy to read with a drop
down option menu. There is also a “help” page to aid with questions about reoccurring
contributions; however you can always reach out to the treasurer or the finance subcommittee
members. The site is now more User Friendly. We are also working on having a “digital
expense report” available on the Area website. The committee is also working on creating a
virtual seventh tradition package. We are creating a QR link or QR code on the “gratitude card”
to have that page more accessible. The Finance committee will be ordering pamphlets to stuff
the seventh tradition envelopes to distribute at the next in-person event.
The finance subcommittee was also given the task to research, the Area excess funds in the
account. A few ideas – family picnic or pig roast for Area 59, an informal scholarship event
focused on service, Grapevine & LaVina subscriptions for all institutions to carry the message,
Display shades for subcommittees that don’t currently have on, TSA or billboards or signs on
public transport to bring awareness to AA, or donate funds to GSO. We are also going to reach
out to other Areas on this issue. We would like to thanks Scott D65, who had to step down from
the subcommittee.
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Grapevine – Laura – Chairperson Vicki was not able to attend today; Laura reported that the
Grapevine subcommittee has met virtually several times. Thank you to all the Grapevine
subcommittee members and our interpreter, Evelyn. We are still completing the Grapevine
Project from Panel 69 and are disbursing the “Carry the Message” Subscriptions to various
members, Districts & Area Events to use the certificate as they choose. We are still look for two
CTM certificate winners, Peggy and Abby. We are still working on a master database list for the
Grapevine and LaVina Reps in Area 59. The committee also has a Google Drive for members
to share information & materials. We have also created virtual presentation in virtual
backgrounds’. The committee is in the process of designing new display shades both in English
and in Spanish for when we begin in-person workshops & virtual presentations. We are working
on ideas for a workshop with District 68 LaVina Committee; who are also creating an Agenda
item for the General Service Conference 2022 or 2023. We have done several presentations
for Area 59 events.
News from Grapevine and LaVina; there are two books published and released in April 2021
titled “Free on the Inside.” Stories of a recovery in prison. This is English only, and “Women in
AA.” Spanish only, which is a collection of stories taken from the pages of Grapevine. The new
Preamble will be featured in the July 2021 issue.
Public Information Matt – Thanks to my subcommittee members for their service; we meet
virtually monthly; which we will continue to do for now. We reviewed the digital display the
subcommittee members created to use at District workshops and events. PI members have
attended several workshops throughout Area 59. Our PI inventory will be held virtually on
September 18th @ 9 am; also Candy attended the National Public Information & CPC
Workshop. If any Districts would like the PI subcommittee to give a presentation, please let us
know.
Structure – Bart – Thanks for the opportunity to serve and welcome to the structure team
members. We are working on the delegate’s recommendations and we have held virtual
meetings & phone calls to keep in communication with subcommittee team members. The
committee has discussed our agenda items with our group’s members. We are working on our
inventory of materials for presentations; so that we are prepared for in-person Area events. The
subcommittee is continuing to handle request for softcover copies of the 2021 Structure Manual;
in English and Spanish. We are contacting Districts with no structure manual and those who
need help in creating one.
We are working on Delegate recommendations. We also researched an inquiry of a Past
Delegate who served in Northern New Jersey and how this Delegate can be of service to others
in Area 59 and would like to thank them for their assistant in this research.
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Treatment/Accessibilities – Dave D60 – Reporting for the T/A chair, Steve. Our Committee
has met several times via Zoom, communicated by email and phone. Still taking in
consideration the Delegate’s Recommendations for our Subcommittee, we are focusing on
Bridging the Gap related items. We met with the Corrections Subcommittee chair, and the
Bridging the Gap Coordinator. They presented a BTG workshop on May 8 th, which was well
attended. The committee is reaching out to Districts in our area; and we divided up all the
Districts geographically. We send out emails to each DCM informing them about what we're
doing in our committee, and informing them about the upcoming workshop.
On the Area website we do have a volunteer signup form, and it is under Member Services,
under the Delegate’s column. It’s a sign up sheet for those who are currently in Treatment or
Corrections, and a sign up for volunteers.

Ad-Hoc Committees Reports:
Digital Communications Committee – Claire – The committee has been busy; we edited and
published the “WE” newsletter that was provided by our Literature committee and sent it out via
email, MailChimp. Kate and I are working together to create a better way going forward to do
the newsletter. Claire connected with the Officer-at-Large, to make sure that our MailChimp
database is up to date. We sent out emails - an E blast about the Mini Assemblies with lots of
assistance from Fred our Tech Servant. Subcommittee email addresses have been updated
and pamphlets that were uploaded to our website have been replaced with links to www.aa.org;
which is suggested by GSO.
We are now following web traffic and user data reports on the Area website, which is going to
help us immensely going forward as we work on the new website. Please do check out the new
contributions page, although it was a collaboration we just really reviewed and approved, as our
Treasurer and Tech Servant did the lion's share of the work. We are working on creating a new
Area 59 logo. We are extremely excited to work with Scott and Lenny as they come on board
as they work on the website.
Literature Committee – Rob C. ADCM 67 – Katie was unable to attend today; Rob is giving
the report for the Literature subcommittee. The Literature committee have met virtually several
times. First and foremost, we would like to thank everybody who helped in planning and
facilitating our workshop, which was held on May 29th; and a special thanks to our speakers.
The committee sent out the “WE” newsletter, which is available on the Area website; and we are
planning to reach out to all the other subcommittees to have them submit an article describing
what they do. If you are interested in writing an article for future editions, please send an email
to literature@area59aa.org. We will also be doing an inventory of all Literature supplies in the
next few weeks. The subcommittee is looking forward for upcoming events throughout Area 59;
where we can conduct presentations and displays.
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Technology Committee – Chris – We meet online every fourth Wednesday of the month; we
hold a joint subcommittee meeting with the Digital Communications Subcommittee to discuss
each subcommittees roles in the redesign of the Area 59 website, just so that we weren't
overlapping our tasks, etc. We've been monitoring just like Claire had mentioned, the areas of
demand of the web traffic. To better understand how our existing website is being used and
how to make it better for the new up and coming website.
Our report is about two weeks old, so a lot has happened in the last few weeks. We just
brought on board, Scott and Lenny, to help us. We researched and budgeted the purchase of
new audio equipment for Area 59. In addition, we researched the purchase and or rental of
video and web interface equipment. In case that our Area meetings decide to go hybrid. We
had to do that without knowing which direction the Area was going because it was a lot of work,
and we needed to be prepared.
We want to thank everyone for the subcommittee for all their help, and also our advisors. Hugh
H has also been joining our subcommittee meetings and has helped a bunch too.
Unfinished Business - Caroline made a motion to resume Area meetings and events to inperson beginning with our September 12th Area quarterly meeting; as long as all safety and
health requirements are met. Seconded by Jeff D38.
Caroline shared briefly on the rationale: Area officers talked about this at our Pre Area meeting
a few weeks ago. As of today, we know that nearly 61% of the PA population has received their
first vaccine dose, and 47% have been fully vaccinated. And we know that Governor Wolf lifted
a lot of the restrictions and mitigation orders that had been in effect. And so we're really hoping
that we can gather again in person, starting in September. There are no longer any capacity
restrictions for indoor gatherings such as our area of meetings, and as we heard earlier, the
hope is that the governor will lift all masking restrictions as well, once 70 percent of the
population is fully vaccinated, which is expected at the end of June.
We talked to about what accommodations and measures we would like to ask host districts to
take. We're hoping that host districts that are able to find facilities that accommodate us and
allow us to spread out a bit so that we're not sitting shoulder to shoulder, as we have in some
venues before. We hope to have all food preparations done of course under health guidelines.
Hand washing will of course be encouraged. Anyone who wishes to wear a mask if the
restriction is lifted and is ok by the venue; may wear a mask. But if the tides turn, we will talk
about it at our Pre Area officers meeting in August. 88.9% in Favor - the motion carries – with
45 Voting members – In Favor = 40
Opposed = 5 The Area will met in person.
New business - Guest Observer Selection. Biographical information was sent out via email.
Ted spoke for 2 minutes on behalf of District 27 for Tina Ray Palazzo; who runs a pediatric clinic
for low income families.
Melissa spoke on behalf of District 37 for Bishop Kevin, who provides new skills and resources
that allow him to better care for and serve the vulnerable in the communities across
northeastern PA.
The 1st poll was not a 2/3 majority – 2nd poll - 27 for Bishop Kevin and 16 for Tina Ray. 62.8%
still not 2/3 majority 3rd poll – 26 Bishop Kevin and 17 Tina Ray. Still not 2/3 majority. 4 th poll 24 for Bishop Kevin and 20 Tina Ray. Motion we go to the hat by Jim D29 seconded D32 by
unanimous consent. Bishop Kevin won by draw of the hat. 44 Voting members.
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Technology Sub-committee motion – Chris R. made motion that the Ad Hoc Technology
Subcommittee recommends Area 59 purchase new audio equipment for use at Area 59
meetings and events, at a cost of up to $4,900.00.
The technology subcommittee recommends a complete upgrade to this equipment for the
following reasons: We will be able to purchase a more powerful speaker system in a smaller
lighter package, and the new system will be clearer and louder, making it easier for meeting
attendees to hear the meeting; we will be able to purchase a completely wireless microphone
system. This limits trip hazards at our meetings as it requires less cables on the floor. It will
also make setting up and taking down equipment easier and faster for our tech service. The
new system will be expandable for a future area that means, the new system would be able to
integrate with a video package for hybrid meetings and event solution should the need arise in
the future. The new audio equipment will be smaller and lighter making it easier to transport
and set up and take down one second.
44 Voting members – In favor = 44

Opposed = zero 100% the motion carries.

Announcements: 1) August 6-7th, PA State Virtual Convention 2) August 20-22nd,
PENNSCYPAA 3) September 12 h, quarterly meeting in-person.
Motion was then made to adjourn the meeting by Jim D29 seconded Troy D66 – We Closed
with Responsibility Pledge
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